In this study, we investigated the possible use of novel lipidated sorbitol-based transporters as functional devices for the improvement of non-viral gene delivery. These transporters are composed of a sorbitol scaffold bearing 8 guanidine moieties that mimic the arginine residues of well-known cell-penetrating peptides. In addition, the transporters carry different lipid groups to aid DNA condensation and facilitate lipid vesicle-binding. We found that the transporters described in this study have the potential to function as plasmid DNA/siRNA-condensers and surface ligands for the enhancement of cellular uptake of lipid vesicles. Shorter lipid chains were found to be better for condensation, whereas longer chains were superior surface ligands. The differential activity of different cores might be explained by facilitated decondensation of cores prepared with transporters comprised of shorter lipid chains. However, we suggest that there is an optimum value of decondensation to achieve higher transfection activities. The proper use of the transporters presented in this study enabled us to prepare a highly efficient non-viral gene delivery system based on a core-shell structure, in which a condensed DNA core is encapsulated by a lipid envelope. A multifunctional envelope-type nano-device prepared with an optimal surface ligand favorably competes with commonly used transfection systems.
Introduction
Therapeutic gene transfer for the treatment of certain human diseases-somatic gene therapy-holds great promise in theory, but its practical application has met with limited success. For example, nearly two dozen children with severe combined immunodeficiency disease (SCID) were apparently cured after injection of retroviral particles carrying the corrective gene into their blood cells. However, three patients subsequently developed leukemia, seemingly because the retrovirus carrier inserts the gene near an oncogene [1, 2] . The great potential notwithstanding, gene therapy remains highly experimental and presents substantial risk of insertional oncogenesis. In other words, gene therapy is plagued by a paucity of acceptable vector systems for the delivery of nucleic acids to patients. Viral vectors are efficient, but may present significant risk to patients; whereas, synthetic non-viral vectors are inherently safer, but inefficient. Hence, the future of gene therapy depends, at least in part, on the availability of improved non-viral delivery vectors [3, 4] .
Over the years, a number of cell-penetrating peptides derived from HIV-1 Tat protein, Antennapedia protein of Drosophila, and related peptides, such as arginine oligomers, have been studied for possible improvement of the pharmacokinetic properties of drugs with low bioavailability, including peptides [5, 6] , proteins [7, 8] , and nucleic acids [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Different virus-derived arginine-rich peptides can transfect cells with luciferase-encoding plasmids as efficiently as polyarginine and polylysine [9] .
Oligoarginines also effectively transfect cells. Interestingly, stearylation of the octaarginine (R8) peptide at the N-terminus dramatically increased transfection efficiency, such that it approached the efficacy of LipofectAMINE, one of the most efficient commercially available transfection agents [9] . The superiority of stearylated R8
(STR-R8) as a transfection agent over non-lipidated R8 was explained by the formation of hydrophobic cores that more efficiently condensed DNA and tightly bound the cell membrane through both hydrophobic and electrostatic interactions [14] . Using STR-R8
as the primary functional device, we recently developed a multifunctional envelope-type nano-device (MEND) for use as a non-viral gene delivery system [13] . In this system, DNA/polycation cores are encapsulated by a STR-R8-surface modified lipid envelope.
The stearyl group is anchored to the lipid membrane, thus leaving the R8 peptide free to interact with the cell surface, resulting in enhanced cellular uptake and controlled intracellular trafficking. The transfection efficiency of MEND modified with STR-R8
was increased 1000-fold higher compared with unmodified MEND [13] . In addition, the presence of high density of R8 peptide on the surface of liposomes stimulates uptake via macropinocytosis, which is an apparent advantage, as lysosomal degradation can be avoided [15] . Thus, the efficiency of R8-MEND-mediated transfection of luciferase expression plasmids is comparable to that of adenovirus-mediated transfection with reduced associated cytotoxicity [16] .
Although peptide-based molecular transporters are widely used in drug delivery, they present real and potential problems, such as limited in vivo efficacy, susceptibility to endogenous peptidases, and potential neurotoxicity. Hence, a number of synthetic transporters that use molecular scaffolds other than peptide backbones have been developed, e.g. peptoids [17] , oligocarbamates [18] , and peptide nucleic acids [19] . Very recently, we developed a novel class of guanidine-containing molecular transporters using dimeric-inositol and sorbitol scaffolds. The cellular uptake efficiency of some of these transporters was as good as or better than R8 and R9 in several cell lines, including
HeLa cells. However, the uptake mechanism of these novel molecular transporters appears to be substantially different from that of arginine oligomers. The inositol-based transporters are widely distributed in the cytosol, whereas the sorbitol-based transporters are effectively targeted to the mitochondria. In addition, these transporters readily overcome the blood-brain barrier in mice. In other words, depending on the structural elements, such as the scaffold and linker, synthetic transporters exhibit interesting intracellular/organellar-and tissue-selectivity [20] [21] [22] . Because of these interesting cellular uptake and intracellular localization properties, we investigated the potential utility of these novel transporters in DNA/gene and siRNA delivery.
To investigate the applicability of sorbitol-based transporters in gene and siRNA delivery using the previously developed MEND system, a long lipid chain must be attached to the transporters, so that they can behave as both a condensing and surface-modifying agent, mediating cellular uptake. Thus, we synthesized the lipidated transporters shown in Fig. 1 . The sorbitol scaffold was modified with eight guanidine residues using different types of branched chains. These transporters were further modified with lipid chains that differed in carbon atom number and the presence or absence of a potential protonation site, namely imidazole. In the present study, we systematically evaluated the gene delivery function of these lipidated transporters (1-3). The capability of the transporters as nucleic acid condensing agents and as surface-modifying ligands was compared with our original MEND system in which poly-L-lysine (PLL) and STR-R8 were used as condenser and surface ligand respectively.
Based on these studies, the transfection activity of an optimized version of the MEND system was compared to currently available transfection systems.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Plasmid DNA (pDNA) pCMV-luc (7037 bp) encoding luciferase were prepared by EndoFree Plasmid Mega Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The anti-luciferase siRNA (21mer, 5′-GCGCUGCUGGUGCCAACCCTT-3′, 5′-GGGUUGGCACCAGCAGCGCTT-3′) and the anti-green fluorescent protein (GFP) siRNA (5′-GCUGACCCUGAAGUUCAUCTT-3′, 5′-GAUGAACUUCAGGGUCAGCTT-3′) were obtained from Thermo Electron GmbH (Ulm, Germany). PLL, M.W. 27,400, cholesteryl hemisuccinate (CHEMS) and polyadenylic acid (poly(A) RNA) were obtained from SIGMA-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Dioleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine (DOPE) and L-α-phosphatidic acid (PA) (from chicken egg, monosodium salt) were purchased from AVANTI Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). STR-R8 was synthesized as described previously [9] . Lipofectin Reagent, 
Preparation of lipidated transporters (see Schemes in Supporting Information)
Representative acylation of transporters and removal of protecting groups: To a mixture of compound 4 (40 mg, 0.0107 mmol) [21] and dodecanoic acid (4.3 mg, 0.0214 mmol) in freshly distilled dichloromethane (2.5 mL) under N 2 , were added 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) (5.1 mg, 0.0268 mmol) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) (1 mg, 0.0075 mmol), and the resulting mixture was stirred at room temperature (RT) for 24 hr. The reaction mixture was diluted with EtOAc and washed several times with saturated NaHCO 3, water, and brine. The organic phase was separated, dried over Na 2 SO 4 and concentrated. The crude acylated product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel to afford the acylated intermediate as an off-white foamy solid (33 mg, 78%). Compound 4 (55 mg, 0.0148 mmol) was acylated with triacontanoic acid, as previously described. The trityl protecting group was selectively removed by treatment with 1% TFA in distilled dichloromethane over a SiO 2 column at RT. The effluent was washed with saturated NaHCO 3 and water, dried over Na 2 SO 4 and concentrated. The residue was purified by using column chromatography on silica gel to afford an off-white, sticky solid 
1-O-(triacontanoyl)-2,3,4,5-tetra-O-{bis-[3-(aminopropylguanidinium)-amino]-hex anoyl}-D-Sorbitol (3).
White foamy solid (12 mg); 
Preparation of MEND
MEND were prepared using the lipid-film hydration method, as previously described [13] . Briefly, plasmid DNA dissolved in 10 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4) (0.1 mg/ml) was mixed dropwise, while vortexing, with either a PLL solution (N/P ratio 2. Luciferase activity of the cell lysate was measured in the presence of a luciferase assay reagent by means of a luminometer (Luminescencer-PSN, ATTO, Japan). The amount of total protein was determined using a BCA protein assay kit (PIERCE, Rockford, IL).
Transfection assay
Silencing effect was determined relative to cells treated with control siRNA (Anti-GFP).
Electrophoresis
Samples of DNA cores (0.2 µg) condensed with different sorbitol-based transporters were treated with increasing concentrations of Poly(A) RNA for 15 min in the presence of an import buffer (HEPES 20 mM, potassium acetate 110 mM, sodium acetate 3 mM, magnesium acetate 2 mM, EGTA.4Na 0.5 mM, DTT 2 mM) to release the plasmid DNA. Elecrophoresis was performed on 1% agarose gel at 100 V for 30 min, and the gel was then stained with ethidium bromide.
Statistical Analysis
Comparisons between multiple treatments were made using one way analysis of variance ANOVA, followed by the Student-Newman-Keuls test. In the case of Fig. 7 , comparisons between pairs were made using a two-tail Student`s t-test.
Results
Synthesis of sorbitol-based lipidated transporters
The hydroxyl group in the protected intermediate (4), available from previous studies [21] , was condensed with the corresponding carboxylic acid, i.e. dodecanoic acid group with EDC and DMAP. Then, the Boc groups were removed from the guanidine moieties as described above. Similarly, the protected intermediate (5), synthesized in previous studies [21] , was acylated with triacontanoic acid and the protecting groups were removed to give transporter 3 in good yield ( Fig. 1 and Supporting Information, Scheme 2). 
Lipidated sorbitol-based transporters as DNA condensing agents
We evaluated the utility of differently lipidated sorbitol-based transporters as DNA condensers. Plasmid DNA was first condensed with different transporters at an N/P ratio of 3/1 to form condensed cores. These cores (ranging 61-93 nm in diameter) were then encapsulated in a lipid envelope composed of DOPE and CHEMS (molar ratio = 9:2).
The produced particles were then modified with STR-R8 (5 mole % of total lipid). Our previously reported nanoparticles which contain DNA condensed with the commonly used polycation (PLL) served as a control [16] . Characterization of different nanoparticles is shown in Table 1 . Nanoparticles showed a diameter ranging from 230 to 305 nm and all were positively charged (31 to 53 mV, data not shown). Transfection activity of the series 1a-c decreased as chain length of the condenser increased: 1a (C12) Fig. 2) . It is noteworthy that the transfection activity of 1a (C12) was increased 6-fold compared to the same compound carrying a C30 lipid chain, 1c. In particular, the transfection activity of 1a was greater than that of the original MEND system that used PLL as a condenser. Use of 3 did not increase transfection activity compared to 1c, which has the same lipid chain, but a different linker attached to the guanidine residues. In addition, adding a histidine moiety to 1c as in transporter 2, to provide a possible protonation site, decreased the transfection activity by approximately 4-fold (Fig. 2) . Therefore, compound 1a, which has a shorter lipid chain but lacks a histidine residue, seems to be the optimal condensing agent for the core of the R8-MEND system. 
Decondensation profile of condensed cores
We tried to understand why gene expression improved when transporters with shorter lipid chains were used as condensers for the R8-MEND core. We investigated the decondensation profile of the cores as a possible rate-limiting factor that interferes with DNA recognition by transcription factors. It is possible that the driving force for decondensation is the replacement of pDNA with negative intracellular counterparts.
Therefore, we investigated the stability of pDNA cores against poly(A) RNA, a negatively charged counterpart, using the gel retardation assay. Plasmid DNA was condensed with different lipidated transporters at an N/P ratio of 3/1. The condensed pDNA was then incubated with varying amounts of poly(A) RNA and subjected to gel electrophoresis. In the absence of RNA, only a small amount of pDNA migrated through the cells, suggesting that pDNA was bound to the condensers (Fig. 3A) . As the amount of RNA increased, the DNA migration pattern started to resemble that of naked pDNA, indicating that decondensation had occurred. Quantitative comparison of decondensation efficiency is shown in Fig. 3B . Cores condensed with compounds 2 and 3 showed very poor decondensation, suggesting a hindered decondensation in the nucleus. Using a large amount of RNA (0.8 µg), the decondensation efficiency of the series 1a-c was as follows:
In the case of 1a (C12) and 1b (C24), migration of pDNA was clearly detected, indicating that the decondensation efficiency of these two compounds was much better than that of the other compounds. Fig. 4 shows the relation between decondensation efficiency and transfection efficiency. We assumed that the cores are exposed to high and variable polyanions intracellularly. Therefore, we used the data from the higher amounts of RNA (0.8 µg) to confirm complete decondensation of the cores. Although we expected a linear relationship between decondensation and transfection efficiencies, experimental results were somewhat different. A pseudo-bell-shaped relationship was found since cores prepared with compound 1b showed higher decondensation efficiency but lower transfection activities compared to 1a.
Similarly, the decondensation of cores prepared with 1c was higher than that of 3, although transfection activities of these two compounds were similar. These results suggest that cores prepared with shorter lipid chains (C12 and C24) are more easily decondensed. However, there is an optimum value of decondensation to obtain the highest transfection activities. Compound 2 showed poor decondensation which correlates with its low transfection activities. 
Applicability of lipidated sorbitol-based transporters as siRNA-compacting agents
We recently demonstrated that STR-R8 is effective for the formation of siRNA core particles [23] . Because common condensers (i.e. PLL and protamine) cannot form stable siRNA particles, the presence of both a hydrophobic and a cationic group is essential for the formation of complexes with short RNA. Because the transporters used in this study are composed of hydrophobic and cationic moieties within a single molecule, we investigated the utility of these transporters in the preparation of siRNA cores.
Anti-luciferase siRNA cores were formed using either different transporters or STR-R8 at an N/P ratio of 3/1. The siRNA cores were then coated with fusogenic lipid (DOPE/PA) and further modified with STR-R8. Characterization of different nanoparticles is shown in Table 2 . Very efficient gene knockdown was observed for all of the tested transporters (Fig. 5) . Hence, these compounds were found to be very useful as siRNA condensers. The MEND encapsulating 1a (C12) cores showed the highest silencing effect, confirming the superiority of compounds with shorter lipid chains as condensers. Silencing effect with 1a was higher than that of our previously developed system using STR-R8 as a condenser [23] . In addition, 1b (C24) and 1c (C30) produced results comparable to that obtained using STR-R8. 
Figure 5
Silencing effect of different MENDs prepared using different siRNA condensed cores Suspensions of MEND containing 0.4 µg siRNA were added to transformed luciferase-stable HeLa cells. siRNA was condensed with selected lipidated sorbitol-based molecular transporters (as shown in Fig. 1 ) or with STR-R8. The condensed cores were then coated with a lipid envelope (DOPE/PA). The lipid envelope was further modified with STR-R8 (5 mole % of total lipids). Luciferase activity was measured 24 hr after transfection. Silencing effect was calculated by dividing luciferase activities (RLU/mg protein) of treated cells by that of cells treated with non-specific siRNA (anti-GFP siRNA) and multiplying by 100. Each bar represents the mean of 3 different experiments performed in triplicate. Error bars show the S.E.M.
Lipidated sorbitol-based transporters as surface-modifying ligands of MEND
We have previously shown that modification with STR-R8 significantly enhanced cellular uptake and improved intracellular trafficking of lipid vesicles [15, 16, 24] . Here, the applicability of the lipidated sorbitol-based transporters as surface ligands in the MEND system was evaluated. Because these transporters possess hydrophobic lipid chains (C12, C24 or C30), they are expected to spontaneously insert into the lipid membrane, resulting in surface modification of the MEND. This expectation was confirmed by the high positive charge on the modified particles (33-45 mV, data not shown). Fig. 6 shows that the transfection activity of MEND modified with 1c (C30) was higher than the activity of MEND modified with short-chain transporters, 1a, or STR-R8 (approximately a 2.4-and 3.3-fold increase, respectively). Therefore, longer lipid chains are more effective surface-modifying agents. The transfection activity of 1a (C12) was comparable with that of STR-R8, which has a somewhat similar short chain. A small difference in favor of compound 1a was observed, indicating that guanidine groups on this particular scaffold equally or more effectively interact with cell membranes. Addition of histidine, as in compound 2, decreased transfection activity by approximately 4.4-fold, indicating that surface modification with a compound containing a histidine group is not useful. Interestingly, compound 3 produced the highest activities [approximately a 4.2-fold increase compared to STR-R8], indicating that this transporter is a particularly effective surface-modifying ligand for the improvement of cellular uptake. The diameter of different nanoparticles is shown in Table 3 . In a separate direct comparison, the optimized system prepared with compound 3 as a surface ligand (MEND3) favorably competes with Lipofectin, a commercially available transfection reagent, in two different cell lines (Fig. 7) . The activity of MEND3 was ~9-fold greater than that of Lipofectin in HeLa cells. The MEND3 system also produced significantly higher gene expression than Lipofectin in NIH3T3 cells (~2.4-fold) . Notably, the transfection activity of the MEND modified with compound 3 was higher in HeLa cells compared to that in NIH3T3 cells. Hence, the optimized MEND has a great potential as a rationally designed non-viral gene delivery system with a high transfection activity. 
Discussion
We previously developed a multifunctional, envelope-type nano-device as an efficient non-viral gene delivery system [13, 16] . This virus-mimicking system is based on a core-shell structure, in which a condensed DNA core is encapsulated by a lipid envelope that has the ability to carry multiple functional devices for optimization. A key functional component, which improved the cellular uptake and intracellular trafficking was STR-R8, a lipidated octaarginine peptide [15, 24] . The stearyl moiety is anchored onto the lipid vesicle, thus leaving the R8 peptide free to interact with the cell membrane.
A sucrose density gradient centrifugation has shown that most of the DNA fraction was colocalized with the lipid fraction [13] . In addition, electron microscopy images have confirmed the formation of a core/shell structure of the MEND system in which the condensed DNA was encapsulated in the lipid envelope [16, 25] . In an attempt to find more efficient functional components for the MEND system, we examined the possibility of using novel lipidated, sorbitol-based molecular transporters as the condenser or surface modifier. Although designed to mimic the HIV-1 Tat peptide, these transporters have substantially different activities in vivo and in vitro [21] . They are also expected to be more resistant to the activity of endogenous enzymes. The transporters used all possess octaguanidine bases on the sorbitol scaffold. The octaguanidine bases are intended to replace the octaarginine peptide conferring a positive charge to the structure. In addition, these compounds have different lipid groups, which vary in carbon chain length, attached to the sorbitol scaffold. The lipid chains enhance the DNA/siRNA condensation ability of the transporters and also act as anchors to the lipid surface of the MEND system.
We previously demonstrated that the rate-limiting step of transgene expression using non-viral vectors is the post-nuclear delivery process [26] . A mechanism relevant to the present study is poor decondensation of DNA in the nucleus. Therefore, we hoped that changing the DNA condenser might improve transgene expression activity. Thus, we investigated the utility of novel sorbitol-based transporters as condensers of DNA. We also examined the possible use of these transporters as surface modifiers of the MEND system to achieve higher cellular uptake. As expected, the results described above show that these novel transporters act as condensing agents for core formation and as surface-modifying agents for the enhancement of cellular uptake. However, of special importance is the observation that a good DNA condenser is not necessarily a good surface ligand and vice versa, at least in this series of molecular devices. For example, compound 1a with a short lipid chain (C12) demonstrated relatively good performance as a condensing agent (Fig. 2) , but was less effective as a surface ligand (Fig. 6 ). In contrast, compound 1c with a long lipid chain (C30) was a good surface ligand, but a relatively poor condenser. Similarly, compound 3 (C30) with a different linker-chain type was found more efficient than 1c (C30) as a surface ligand, but not as a condenser.
Regarding the use of these transporters as condensers, MEND prepared with DNA cores condensed with short lipid-chain transporters were more efficient than those condensed with longer lipid chains (Fig. 2) . The efficiency of an intermediate chain length (C24) was approximately half-way between the efficiency of C30 and C12. We investigated the decondensation efficiency of different cores as a possible limiting step towards transfection. We hypothesized that facilitated decondensation might increase transfection activities. The use of compound 1a as a condenser produced the highest activities and these cores were easily decondensed. Meanwhile, using compound 1c as a condenser produced lower activities and decondensation of cores was more difficult.
Presumably, particles condensed with long lipid-chain transporters are overly stabilized by the long hydrophobic groups of 1c (C30), thereby hindering decondensation in the nucleus. Cores prepared with compounds 2 and 3 (both with C30 carbon chain) were not easily decondensed which may explain their low transfection activities compared to compound 1a. However, a relationship between decondensation and transfection efficiencies suggested an interesting phenomenon since compound 1b which showed the highest decondensation was not the most efficient in terms of transfection. Therefore, facilitated decondensation is not necessarily advantageous for transfection and there is an optimum value of decondensation to achieve higher transfection. The easily decondensed cores may be more easily degraded. In addition, the decondensation efficiency of compound 1c was superior to that of 3, indicating that linker pattern-type also affects decondensation efficiency. Despite the superiority of compound 1c compared to 3 regarding facilitated decondensation, both cores produced similar transfection activities which shows that factors other than decondensation may contribute to the overall activities. Decoating efficiency of different cores is a possible candidate. For example, a certain core may be more easily released from the lipid envelope and this is expected to increase its transfection activity. We also tested the importance of finding a potential protonation site, namely imidazole, on transfection activity of the transporters as in compound 2. The histidine-containing transporter 2 exhibited the lowest transfection yield and the lowest decondensation efficiency. This indicates that potential protonation sites do not facilitate decondensation. It should be noted that the term "decondensation"
was used here to reflect the change of the structure of DNA from the condensed state to a relaxed state, which can migrate freely through the gel in a gel electrophoresis analysis.
We recently demonstrated that STR-R8 was very effective in the formation of siRNA core particles [23] . Because common condensers (i.e. PLL and protamine) cannot form compact siRNA particles, both hydrophobic and cationic groups are essential to the formation of complexes with short RNA. We examined the possible utility of the novel transporters described in this study in siRNA core formation (Fig. 5 ). All prepared MEND showed a silencing effect that was somewhat higher than that resulting from MEND encapsulating a STR-R8/DNA core. A significantly higher silencing effect was observed when the siRNA core was prepared with 1a. As explained earlier, cores prepared with shorter hydrophobic chains may more easily undergo decondensation in the cytosol.
However, the decondensation seems more important during post-nuclear events because the effect on gene expression is greater than that on siRNA in the cytosol.
Regarding the use of these transporters as surface ligands, these transporters are expected to electrostatically bind to cell surface negative constituents such as heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs). The surface HSPGs may act as non-specific receptors for the guanidine-based transporters, similar to R8 and other PTD peptides, to facilitate their cellular uptake [13, 24, 27] . It was previously shown that the interaction between R8
peptide and HSPGs caused a re-arrangement of the cytoskeleton which facilitates the cellular uptake through endocytosis [27] . A similar interaction between guanidine-based transporters and surface HSPGs is possible, although this was not studied here. Although there is no specific receptors for R8 or guanidine-based transporters on the cell surface, the term "ligand" was used here based on a possible role of HSPGs as non-specific receptors for these cationic moieties.
As for the efficiency of guanidine-based transporters as surface ligands, we found that MEND modified with longer lipid chains had transfection activities higher than those modified with shorter chains (Fig. 6 ). Among the series of guanidine transporters (compounds 1a-c), it appears that the long lipid chain (C30) more effectively enhances cellular uptake than the short lipid chain (C12), perhaps because the short lipid chain does not allow for stable insertion of the transporter into the MEND lipid envelope. It is also possible that residual chain flexibility after part of the chain has been inserted into the liposome is needed for cell-surface interaction and, thus, for efficient uptake. In addition, MEND modified with compound 3 (C30) had a greater transfection activity than MEND modified with 1c (C30). The difference in gene expression may be due to differences in cellular uptake and/or intracellular trafficking. The trend evident in Fig. 6 is consistent with the observation that the cellular uptake efficiency of the parent compound of 3, namely the transporter without a lipid chain, is better than that of the parent compound of 1c [21] . Thus, we hypothesize that the difference in gene expression is mainly due to differences in cellular uptake rather than endosomal escape.
It is worth mentioning that the transporters effect as surface ligands was higher than their effect when used as condensers. This is evident from the absolute values of transfection activities. MEND prepared with an optimum condenser, 1a, produced transfection activities lower than that prepared with an optimal surface ligand, 3 ( Fig. 2  and 6 ).
The large variability in the performance of compound 3 is very interesting. This compound is a relatively poor device when it comes to direct condensation with DNA, presumably due to poor decondensation. However, the same compound tends to be of a great value when used as a surface ligand on a lipid envelope encapsulating DNA. In other words, function of this compound requires a particular topology or separation from DNA. The lipid envelope of the MEND system may meet this requirement, validating the concept of MEND as a way to control the topology of functional devices. Finally, an optimized MEND prepared using compound 3 as the surface ligand proved to be a highly efficient non-viral gene delivery system that is superior to the commonly used Lipofectin (Fig. 7) . This system has additional advantages over common lipoplexes for in vivo applications, because the lipid envelope provides better DNA protection and can easily incorporate several functional devices, such as polymers for long circulation in the blood or ligands for selective targeting to particular tissues.
In conclusion, the novel lipidated sorbitol-based transporters developed in this study proved to be highly useful agents for the formation of core siRNA and plasmid DNA. In addition, some of these transporters proved to be very efficient surface-modifying ligands for an envelope-type gene delivery system. Compound 1a with a short lipid chain (C12) is particularly useful for condensation; whereas, compound 3 with a long lipid chain (C30) and a different linker type is optimal for surface modification. These findings may have significant implications in the future design and development of non-viral gene delivery systems. 
